
FUMC ESL 2-6-2020 High Intermediate Lesson    PERFECT CONTINUOUS VERB TENSES

PRONUNCIATION EXERCISE: Pronounce these word pairs

The PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSE indicates a continuous action that happened before 
now or up to now.

The tense is formed with “have” or “has” plus “been” plus "ing" verb. Read the examples

Tom has been studying for two hours. We have been driving since 9 AM.
Jim has been dating Cindy for two years. They have been waiting for over an hour.

The PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS indicates an action that happened before another event in the past. 
It is formed the same way, but uses “had”. Read these examples.

Tom had been studying for two hours by the time the tutor arrived.
We had been driving since 9 AM, so  we decided to stop for food.
Jim had been dating Cindy for two years before he decided to propose to her.
They had been waiting for over an hour and decided to leave.

The FUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS indicates an action that happened before another event in the 
future. There are 4 verbs will + have or has + been + ing verb.

Read these examples.
Tom will have been studying for two hours by the time the tutor arrives.
We will have been driving since 9 AM, so we will stop for a break in Dallas.
Jim will have been dating Cindy for two years on December 24th.
They will have been waiting for over an hour by the time our plane finally lands.

Read these conversations:

Mark:  I've decided to change my major. I've been studying economics, but I plan to switch to political 
science.
Dana:  Are you sure? I thought you loved economics.
Mark:  I'm sure. I've given a lot of thought to this. 
Dana: But if you switch majors it will delay your graduation.
Mark:  That's right. By the time I graduate, I will have been studying at the university for six years.

Explain this conversation.

heart - hut barn - bun cart - cut man - men pat - pet

sand - send feet - fit read - rid scene - sin mean - men

lean - lend boot - boat look - loop love - lose alone - allow

her - here hare - here far - fear those - these bark - park

cap - cup bad - bid laugh - love rug - rag manner - minor



Debra:  I asked Mary to sit down because she had been standing there for over an hour. But she claimed 
she preferred standing to sitting. I don't know why she wouldn't sit down.
Meg:  When I met Mary she had been dealing with a bad back. Her doctor told her to avoid sitting for long 
periods. That's probably why she refused to sit. 
Debra: I see. But by the time the surgeon is able to see her she will have been standing for over 2 hours. 
I hope her back will be OK.

Explain this conversation.

Ty:  How long have you lived in Hong Kong?
Nora:  Not long. I just came here to take a course in English.
Ty:  Will you live here long?
Nora:  By the time I finish my English course, I will have been living in Hong Kong for a year. I will have 
learned to speak English and will have become familiar with Hong Kong.

Explain the conversation.

Make a sentence with these phrases. Read them to your teacher.

1. (present) walk

2. (past) walked

3. (future) will walk

4. (present continuous) am walking

5. (past continuous) was walking

6. (present perfect) have walked

7. (past perfect) had walked

8. (future perfect) will have walked

9. (present perfect continuous) have been walking

10. (past perfect continuous) had been walking

11. (future perfect continuous) will have been walking


